The Wadsworth
Atheneum
Pierpont’s family was the third generation of Morgans to support
Hartford’s art museum — his grandfather Joseph was one of the
founders of the Wadsworth Atheneum. Pierpont moved away from
Hartford when he was fourteen, but he retained a strong sense of
hometown pride. In 1889, concerned for the future of the Wadsworth
Atheneum and its challenging lack of space, the fifty-two-year-old
Pierpont convinced his father Junius to contribute $100,000 to the
museum; Pierpont himself contributed an additional $50,000.
After Junius died in 1890, Pierpont commissioned and funded
a $1,400,000 memorial to his father at the Wadsworth Atheneum.
The building more than doubled the size of the museum. Acquiring
the plots of land for the Morgan Memorial took twelve years, and
construction lasted an additional seven. The building was still
under construction at Pierpont’s death in 1913. Four years later, his
son, Jack, acted on his father’s will and gave the Wadsworth Atheneum
a trove of ancient art and European decorative arts from his father’s
celebrated collection.
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The Metropolitan
Museum of Art
Pierpont Morgan’s association with the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York spanned forty years, beginning in 1871 as a donor
and culminating with his role as president of the museum’s
trustees from 1904 until his death in 1913. During his presidency,
Morgan sought high profile hires and masterminded the creation
of the Egyptian and European decorative arts departments. His
aim was to expand research and collecting areas at the museum
in order “to group together masterpieces of different countries
and times in such relation and sequence as to illustrate the history
of art in the broadest sense, to make plain its teaching and to
inspire and direct its national development.” Morgan oversaw a
major architectural expansion of the museum designed by the
leading architectural firm, McKim, Mead & White.
During his lifetime, Morgan bought hundreds of works of art
for the Metropolitan Museum, and lent countless others. When he
inherited the collection, Morgan’s son, Jack, gave the museum
important paintings; Assyrian, Egyptian, and Classical antiquities;
medieval ivories and enamels, metalwork, sculpture, jewelry,
crystals, and amber; French pottery; snuffboxes and watches;
and some Chinese porcelain. Through direct gifts and Jack’s
distribution, the Morgan collection at the Metropolitan Museum
numbers some seven thousand works.
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Mr. Morgan’s
Library
Pierpont Morgan began to form his New York library in the 1880s,
acquiring autographs; illuminated, historical, and literary manuscripts; rare printed books; and prints and drawings. By the turn of the
century, his collection of at least ten thousand volumes had outgrown
the small basement vault in his house at 219 Madison Avenue. In 1902,
he commissioned the architectural firm, McKim, Mead & White, to
construct a building next to his home on 36th Street and Madison
Avenue with enough space to accommodate his growing collections
and a private study where he could conduct business and entertain
art dealers and friends.
Charles McKim based his design on an Italian Renaissance villa
using the finest materials. The library room, with its thirty-foot-tall
walnut bookcases, featured decorations combining allegories of love
and learning. The study, an extension of Pierpont’s personal space, had
walls covered with red damask bearing the coat-of-arms of the Chigi
family, powerful Italian Renaissance bankers. Bookcases held his
three thousand English printed books; Renaissance paintings and
relief sculptures hung on the walls;
and decorative objects and sculptures
filled the room.
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McKim, Mead & White, Perspective
of the Proposed Library of J. Pierpont
Morgan, c. 1905. The Morgan
Library & Museum, 1958.24.

Princes Gate

Claire de Chavagnac, Morgan’s Louis XVI Room
at 13 Princes Gate, London, 1906.

Morgan inherited his London townhouse at 13 Princes Gate from
his father, Junius, in 1890. He found the townhouse too small, and
in 1904 he purchased the house next door for £30,000 to expand
the residence. The Duveen Brothers — one of Morgan’s preferred art
dealers —united the two properties to create greater space for Morgan
to display his art collections. Morgan’s son, Jack, reported that “Father
has got the new French rooms furnished properly and they are most
entirely satisfactory to him and to everyone.” There was at least one
French-style room on the ground floor — the Reception Room — and
four “French” rooms on the first (our second) floor: the Front Drawing
Room (also called the Louis XV Drawing Room); the Fragonard Room,
with the Progress of Love panels now in the Frick Collection; the
Red Drawing Room; and the Louis XVI Room at the back.
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Morgan and
Antiquity

P

ierpont Morgan’s lifelong fascination with the ancient world
centered on the objects that told its stories. What sparked
this passion for antiquity, one that lured him regularly to Rome,
Egypt, and other ancient places? Like many in his day, he viewed
these ancient sites through the lens of the Bible. Letters written to
his wife, Fanny, in 1882 tell of his travels from Jaffa to Jerusalem,
where Pierpont watered his horse at the place where David fought
Goliath. In Jerusalem, he was overcome with emotion at seeing
Jesus’s empty tomb in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. Even
though he supported modern archaeology, Morgan still pointed
out to a friend the site where Moses was hidden in the bulrushes
under Old Cairo.
Morgan collected art and artifacts as he traveled these Biblical
lands learning about the ancient cultures of the Near East (Babylonia
and Assyria), Egypt, and the Greco-Roman world. He then made
his collections available to scholars, whether supporting the study
of ancient civilizations at Yale and Princeton, or financing the
Metropolitan Museum of Art’s archaeological expeditions to Egypt.
In Rome, he fostered the study of classical traditions through support
of the American Academy. Morgan’s desire to share his collections
contributed greatly to the study of ancient cultures at institutions
around the world.
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Sacred
Treasures

Arnold Genthe (American, 1869–1942), The West Room
of Pierpont Morgan’s Library, New York, New York, 1912.
The Morgan Library & Museum, ARC 1586.

A

devout Protestant with a lifelong commitment to the
Episcopal Church, Pierpont Morgan’s deep religiosity shaped
his collecting. He knew the Book of Common Prayer almost by
heart, and, according to one close friend, “prayer, worship and the
Holy Communion were real and natural to him.” It is no surprise
that he was drawn to religious art, specifically objects used in
Christian liturgy. The result was a collection rich in the kinds of
objects seen in this room: illuminated prayer books and missals,
Bibles, enameled and metal reliquaries, and devotional ivory
sculptures. In his New York study—Morgan’s personal sanctuary—
he sat among medieval and Renaissance images of the Madonna
and Child, along with other religious icons, surrounding himself
with objects familiar and true to his beliefs.
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The Lure
of History
His feeling for works of art was the outcome rather of a romantic and
historical feeling for the splendour of past ages than a strictly aesthetic one.
What he recognized in an object was primarily its importance,
the part it had played in the evolution of civilization.
the burlington magazine, may 1913

M

organ was not a scholar or an avid reader, but was drawn
to European history and royalty from an early age. In his
teens, he began collecting presidential autographs. Throughout his
life, he sought documents related to significant historical events
and the lives of important European and American figures. His
interest in historical characters attracted him to large- and smallscale portrait paintings and works of art with impressive pedigrees
and storied pasts. Literary manuscripts written by the major British
authors were a favorite. Relentlessly pursuing the manuscripts of the
poet Lord Byron, Morgan sent a specialist to live in Greece for many
years to buy them one at a time from the heirs of Byron’s mistress.
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For the Instruction
and Pleasure of
the American People

I

n April 1913, just after Pierpont Morgan’s death, President William
Howard Taft characterized Morgan’s collecting in heroic terms:
“Mr. Morgan was a patriotic American and was a genuine patron of
art. He performed a patriotic service in bringing to our shores countless valuable paintings and art objects of the Old World, and for this
service the American people should be and are deeply appreciative.”
Morgan’s profound patriotism informed his business decisions,
public benefactions, and collecting. He believed that America should
be economically and culturally great, with New York City positioned
as one of the world’s leading capitals. Through his leadership and
financial patronage, Morgan helped to establish and transform some
of the city’s most important institutions, including the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the American Museum of Natural History.
Morgan’s ambitions for his art collections were spelled out
in his Last Will and Testament, directing his son, Jack, to “render
them permanently available for the instruction and pleasure of the
American people.”

Privately Printed
Catalogues
Like many collectors of his day, Morgan
commissioned leading scholars to catalogue
his various collections in limited edition
volumes — leather bound and printed
on vellum (calfskin) or high-quality paper
with excellent color plates. He gave the
most sumptuous volumes to his royal
friends in Europe. The remaining catalogues
were appropriately bound for presentation
to museums, public libraries, universities,
scholars, art dealers, and collectors. These
catalogues made his collections accessible
to people unable to see them in person
and served as “advertisements.” Once he
produced a catalogue documenting a part
of his collection, Morgan generally stopped
buying objects in that medium.

Jean Barbet
French, active 1475 – d.1514

Angel, 1475
Bronze
The Frick Collection, Purchased by The Frick Collection,
1943, 1943.2.82

After Morgan purchased the collections of
Georges Hoentschel in 1906, he sent the objects
to the Metropolitan Museum of Art. However,
Morgan maintained this elegant bronze angel
as the centerpiece of his house in London.
His friend Bishop William Lawrence wrote:
In the centre of the hall...was a graceful bronze
figure, turning at will upon its base, once the
weathervane of Sainte-Chapelle; near it a stone

figure from the Duomo of Florence; cabinets
standing about with reliquaries, statuettes and
other figures.

Morgan always kept the bronze angel
close to him. In 1909, he placed it in the
entrance hall of his New York library. Morgan’s
particular admiration for the angel might
have derived from its esteemed provenance.
At the time, the angel was thought to have
comprised part of a weathervane from the
jewel-like Sainte-Chapelle in Paris; however,
its size, weight, and shape suggest that it was
part of an altar or fountain.

Edward J. Steichen
American, 1879 – 1973

J. Pierpont Morgan, Esq., 1903;
printed 1904
Gum bichromate over platinum print
Private Collection, Courtesy Laurence Miller Gallery,
New York

When the painter Fedor Encke received
a commission to paint Pierpont Morgan’s
portrait, he asked Edward Steichen to
photograph the restive banker to spare
Morgan from long and tedious sittings.
Steichen made two exposures. The first
is seen here. For the second exposure,
Steichen noted that Morgan’s
...expression had sharpened and his body
posture became tense, possibly a reflex
of his irritation at the suggestion I had
made. I saw that a dynamic self-assertion
had taken place, whatever its cause, and I
quickly made the second exposure.

The photograph famously shows
Morgan grabbing the arm of his chair,
illuminated as though it is a knife held as
an attack weapon. Pierpont ripped up the
proof of the second exposure, but Steichen
printed it anyway.

Morgan’s Ancient
Near East Collection
An unexpected part of the Morgan story
was his interest in the ancient Near East.
Morgan made Near Eastern tablets, seal
cylinders, tablets, and other cultural
artifacts available to American scholars.
His collection of 1,157 cylinder seals
was one of most distinguished in the
world. He donated most of his three
thousand ancient cuneiform tablets to
Yale University but kept some for his
own enjoyment as well.

Cuneiform tablet with list
of liver omens, c. 214 bce
Clay
The Morgan Library & Museum, mlc 1865

Cuneiform tablets — baked clay
incised with wedge-shaped signs that
constitute the earliest form of written
language — provide an invaluable source
for understanding Mesopotamian faith
and culture. Babylonians believed that
some deities communicated with priests
through the body of a sacrificed animal.
This tablet lists omens that could be
foretold by studying the designs made by
the livers of sacrificial sheep.

Cylinder seal (with modern
impression), Late Uruk
or Jemdet Nasr period,
c. 3400 – 3000 bce
Mesopotamian
Green serpentine
The Morgan Library & Museum, Morgan Seal 4

Carved cylinder seals were impressed on
clay tablets as signatures, or impressed
on lumps of clay to secure doors and lids
of storage jars. The impressions identified
owners and protected against tampering.
This seal illustrates animals, pots, a
human figure, two lion-headed eagles,
and the earliest known image of a cyclops.
He holds a lion on each shoulder while
grasping a second pair of lions.
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Cat, Ptolemaic period,
3rd – 1st century bce
Egyptian
Bronze
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.520

After his first visit to Egypt in 1871, Morgan
became a devoted “Egyptomaniac,” making
several return trips to visit heritage sites and
compete for rare ancient artifacts with other
collectors. In 1911, Morgan’s friend Bishop
William Lawrence wrote that they had logged
two-thousand miles running up and down

the Nile, making excursions along the way.
Lawrence also described a scene he encountered
with Morgan at Shepheard’s Hotel in Cairo:
“...the art collectors of all Egypt...were sitting
outside the door of the drawing-room, and a
succession of them continued to be there until
we left.” As one of these persistent collectors,
Morgan would inevitably come home with
wonderful objects like this cat, a representation
of the ancient Egyptian goddess, Bastet.
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Homily on God’s Mercifulness
and the Freedom of Speech of
Saint Michael the Archangel,
902– 3
Egyptian, Theogenidos (Perpnoute)
Attributed to Severus of Antioch (c. 465–538)
Bound manuscript; painting on vellum
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased for
J. Pierpont Morgan, 1911, ms m. 603
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Morgan’s interest in ancient Egypt extended to
art and artifacts made between the third and
tenth centuries for Egyptian Christians, known
as Coptics. Morgan bought more than fifty
Coptic manuscripts in 1911 from the Monastery
of Saint Michael at Sôpehes for £40,000. In their
original bindings, the texts form the oldest
and best-preserved group of manuscripts from
a single source written in the Coptic Sahidic
dialect. Shown here is a portrait of Saint
Michael the Archangel engaging in a discourse
about the mercifulness of God.

Album with photographs from
Pierpont Morgan’s trip through
Greece and Egypt, 1909
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1425

In the winter of 1909, Morgan traveled to
Egypt, accompanied by Albert Lythgoe,
curator of Egyptian art at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, and Sir Hercules Read of the
British Museum in London. They visited the
Metropolitan Museum’s excavation site at
Lisht, the oasis at Khargeh, Luxor, Memphis,

and finally Saqqara, where archaeologists
had recently discovered the early Christian
monastery of Jeremias. One of the photographs
from this trip shows Morgan seated on the
monastery’s pulpit, capturing his direct
engagement with the excavations underway
in Egypt.
In 1911, Morgan’s friend Bishop William
Lawrence wrote, “One could not realize the
age of Mr. Morgan as he enthusiastically
led us from tomb to tomb, pointing out the
characteristics of the scenes and carvings.”

Statuette of a woman,
c. 340 – 200 bce
Greek, Boeotia
Terracotta
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.473

Pierpont had over thirty Tanagra figures —
ancient votive statuettes of casually posed,
elegantly dressed women commonly found
in tombs in central Greece. He kept several of
these statuettes in his library in New York with
some of his personal favorites, “souvenirs of
days abroad and of old friendships,” according
to Morgan’s son-in-law Herbert Satterlee. This
Tanagra figure was housed at the Victoria and
Albert Museum in London, until import tax
laws were relaxed in 1912, enabling Morgan to
ship his objects to the United States without
the additional tariff.

Draped warrior, c. 510 – 500 bce
Greek, probably Sparta
Bronze
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.815

This small but masterful figure was one of
fifty-two ancient Greek and Roman bronzes
that Morgan bought in 1906 from the
Paris art dealer C. & E. Canessa for £20,000.
Morgan loaned most of his ancient bronzes
to the Victoria and Albert Museum in London
before sending them to America in 1912.

This warrior, wearing the unique headdress
of a high-ranking military official, is one of
ninety ancient objects from Morgan’s collection
to come to the Wadsworth Atheneum.
To see more of Morgan’s antiquities, visit
the ancient art galleries on the first floor of the
Morgan building.

Drinking cup (kantharos),
2nd century bce
Greek
Silver
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.527

This kantharos is one of two ancient silver
drinking cups in Morgan’s collection at the
Wadsworth Atheneum. In ancient Greece,
wealthy patrons displayed vessels made
of precious metals to signify their wealth,
status, and to impress guests on important
occasions. Many luxury objects that have
survived were excavated from tombs,
strongly suggesting that they were often
used in ancient funerary rituals.

The Morgan Cup, c. 1– 99 ce
Roman, possibly found in
Heraclea Pontica, modern Eregli, Turkey
Glass
The Corning Museum of Glass,
Gift of Arthur A. Houghton Jr., 52.1.93
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This cameo glass cup features a woman making
an offering to the half-god Silenus in the hope
of becoming pregnant. The cup had been
loaned to the British Museum until 1912 when
it was sent to auction in Paris. Against the
advice of curators at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, who doubted its authenticity as an
ancient object, Morgan outbid the Petit Palais
in Paris and Baron Edmond de Rothschild to
acquire it for £3,096. The curators were wrong;
the cup indeed is a great rarity manufactured
in the ancient Roman Empire.

“Probably Mr. Morgan forgot all this in
the glamour which attended the sale...
the sale being a special one at which
I believe only this cup was put up, and
which, curiously enough, coincided with
the time of Mr. Morgan’s visit to Paris.”
— Excerpt from letter, Edward Robinson,
Director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
to Belle de Costa Greene, Morgan’s Librarian,
January 29, 1913. The Morgan Library &
Museum Archives.

Gold necklace with
ornaments, 6th century
Byzantine
Gold
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.151

This necklace is a quintessential Morgan
acquisition: finely crafted from precious
materials for religious or ceremonial use,
with a distinguished and rare provenance.
Morgan’s pursuit of Byzantine objects
and artifacts relates to his fascination
with early Christian culture. However,
patrimony laws sometimes clashed with
Morgan’s collecting enterprise. After
this necklace was unearthed in Cyprus
in 1902 with other jewelry and a set of
silver plates, the archaeological treasure
was smuggled to Paris by an art dealer.
Because he was not governed by Cypriot
laws, Morgan acquired the hoard from
a different Paris art dealer around 1906 – 7
for £29,100.
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Crucifixion, c. 1325 – 50
German, Constance
Linen warp; wool wefts, with the addition of
wool and silk embroidery
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Purchase, Francis L.
Leland Fund and Mitchell Samuels Gift, 1916, 16.90

Originally eleven or twelve feet long, this
tapestry fragment depicts the Crucifixion
with Saints Catherine of Alexandria
and Margaret of Antioch. In its larger
form, these figures were flanked by six
additional standing saints. When Morgan
bought the cropped tapestry as part of the
Hoentschel Collection, it was thought to
be the oldest French tapestry in existence
and one of Hoentschel’s most significant
objects. After Jack Morgan sold his father’s
medieval tapestries to P. W. French & Co.
in 1916, the Metropolitan Museum of Art
purchased this rare hanging immediately
to reunite it with the museum’s other
objects from the Hoentschel Collection.
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Autograph letter from Thomas
Church Brownell (1779 –1865)
to Pierpont Morgan,
Hartford, CT, January 15, 1852
Autograph letter from
Levi Silliman Ives (1797 – 1867)
to Pierpont Morgan,
Raleigh, NC, February 28, 1852
Autograph letter from
Christopher Edwards Gadsen
(1785 – 1852) to Pierpont
Morgan, February 1852
The Morgan Library & Museum, ma 1329

Pierpont Morgan began collecting
autographs of important literary figures
and politicians when he was fourteen
years old. Drawing on family contacts and
bonds of faith made with the Episcopal
Church, Morgan also collected the papers
of Episcopal bishops and higher clergy.
Morgan’s twelve volumes of autographs
and manuscripts represent one of the
most important collections of church
documents in America.

The Holy Bible: Containing
the Old and New Testaments,
translated into the Indian
language, 1663
American, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Translated by John Eliot (1604–1690)
Printed by Samuel Green and Marmaduke Johnson
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by Pierpont
Morgan with the library of Theodore Irwin, 1990, pml 5440

Morgan’s rich collection of Bibles and liturgies
was driven in part by his ardent devotion
to the Episcopal Church. In 1900, Morgan
purchased this rare American Bible, translated
into the American Indian Massachusett
language, from the New York millionaire
Theodore Irwin’s remarkable collection of
books, manuscripts, and prints. Morgan
normally showed little interest in early
American printed books, but some things he
had to have, like the first Bible printed
in America.

Book of Hours, 1440 – 49
Flemish, Belgium
Painting on vellum
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by
J. Pierpont Morgan, 1902, ms m.82

Morgan owned about six hundred of
the world’s most precious medieval,
handwritten manuscripts at his death.
In 1902, Morgan bought 110 illuminated
manuscripts from Richard Bennett of
Manchester, England. Twenty-nine of those
manuscripts, including this Book of Hours,

had belonged to the Victorian artist and
publisher William Morris, who used the
manuscript illustrations as inspiration for his
own groundbreaking designs.
This Book of Hours, filled with prayers
to be recited throughout the day, is heavily
illustrated with exquisite miniature paintings
and border decorations. Books of hours were
commonly used for private devotion and
were more popular than the Bible — a threehundred-year best seller.

La cité de dieu (City of God),
printed 1486/87
Saint Augustine, bishop of Hippo (354–430 ce)
Translated by Raoul de Presles (1316–1382)
Published Abbeville, Pierre Gérard and Jean Du Pré, Paris
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by Pierpont
Morgan with the Bennett collection, 1902, pml 343

This version of Saint Augustine’s City of God,
a cornerstone of Christian theology, is one
of the grandest books of French woodcut
illustration in the earliest period of printed
books, before 1500. The woodcut on this
folio, or page, depicts the Expulsion from the

Garden of Eden, which conveys the belief that
death originated as a penalty for Adam's sin.
The image illuminates the principal theme of
the book: the contrast of an eternal and divine
city of God with a transitory city of man.
When Morgan bought this volume as part of
the Bennett Collection, it was the only copy of
City of God in America. When acquiring books,
Morgan sought the best and most beautiful
examples rather than a comprehensive survey
of texts. His was a connoisseurs’ approach, not
a librarian’s.

Triptych with the Coronation
of the Virgin, 1325– 50
German, Cologne
Ivory with polychromy and gilt decorations
and metal mounts
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.211

This remarkable ivory sculpture depicting
Mary as Queen of Heaven is one of the
highlights of Morgan’s extensive collection
of medieval and Renaissance ivories. It retains
much of its original painted decoration.

This ivory came from Baron Albert Oppenheim,
whose collection had been on loan to the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
In 1906, Morgan bought a selection of
Oppenheim’s collection for £100,000. He left
the ivories on view at the London museum
until 1912 when import tax was relaxed and he
transferred all his collections to New York.
As late as 1960, when it was exhibited at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in the exhibition
Morgan’s Treasures, this triptych was thought
to be French rather than German.

Reliquary of Mary Magdalene,
14th and 15th century
Italian, Tuscany
Gilded copper, gilded silver, rock crystal, and verre églomisé
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan,
1917, 17.190.504

Morgan’s wife, Fanny, reportedly said that
Pierpont “would buy anything from an
Egyptian pyramid to Mary Magdalene’s tooth.”
Indeed, in 1907, he purchased this Italian
reliquary that is said to hold that very relic.
The tooth rests inside an egg-shaped rock

crystal, the centerpiece of the reliquary.
The disk that crowns the reliquary features
images of Saints Francis and Clare at a
Crucifixion scene, executed in the reverseglass painting technique called verre églomisé.
Morgan may have stored the reliquary at
Princes Gate in London with other reliquaries
on display in cabinets in the Stone Hall.
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Standing salt with cover,
1584– 85
British, London
Gilt silver
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of Chester D. Tripp, 1952, 52.134a–e

Salt was a valuable commodity and standing
salts were objects of status passed down as
heirlooms. Though little was known about
the object when he acquired it, Morgan would
have been pleased to know that this silver
salt once belonged to the Duke of Sussex,
George III’s sixth son. Still, he must have been
impressed with its grand scale and rarity of
form. Morgan kept his silver in his London
townhouse, Princes Gate, in vaults overflowing
with pieces that he purchased on his own and
inherited from his father, Junius.

Tankard engraved with scenes
depicting the Fire of London
and the Great Plague, 1673/74
British, London
Silver
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of Mrs. Henry S. Morgan, 1986, 1986.391

The historic nature of this tankard would
have been of great interest to Morgan. One
of six known similar tankards commissioned
by Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, its engraved
decoration was probably copied from a

commemorative flagon given to Godfrey in
1665 by Charles II to thank him for services
rendered in London during the plague of that
year. One side depicts the terrors of the plague
and the other the Great Fire of London, which
destroyed the central core of the city in 1666.
Morgan owned two of the tankards
commissioned by Godfrey. In 1901, he bought
this one from Crichton Brothers in London for
£525, approximately $52,000 in today’s dollars.
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Nicholas Hilliard
British, c. 1547–1619

Portrait of a Young Man,
Probably Robert Devereux
(1566 –1601), Second Earl
of Essex, 1588
Vellum laid on card
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Fletcher Fund, 1935, 35.89.4

With over eight hundred examples,
Morgan assembled one of the finest
private collections of miniatures in the
modern era. He stored his miniatures in
his Red Drawing Room at Princes Gate
in satinwood cabinets with custom-made
trays. Morgan’s son-in-law Herbert
Satterlee remarked that “Mr. Morgan knew
where his favorites were to be found,”
and his attorney John G. Johnson recalled
rising with “a nearly broken back” from
“the stooping position” after a long session
looking “at what seemed thousands of
miniatures, one very much like the other.”
Portrait miniatures no doubt appealed
to Morgan for their artistic merit,
historical value, royal associations, rarity,
and romance.

“Two or three tables solid, with shallow
drawers, stood in the room. As we opened
one drawer after another, the wealth of
beauty, color and fineness of execution of
hundreds of miniatures were disclosed.
As we took up one miniature after another,
small and large, we realized not only the
beauty of the miniature but the wealth
and appropriateness of the frame, for
when the miniature had been purchased
with an unworthy frame, an artist had
designed a frame in harmony with the
style of the date of the miniature and set
it round with gold and often with rows
of pearls and diamonds. Each miniature
with its frame seemed to compose one
beautiful cluster of jewels.”
— Bishop William Lawrence, Memoir, 1914

Francisco de Goya
Spanish, 1746 –1828

Don Pedro, Duque de Osuna,
c. 1790s
Oil on canvas
The Frick Collection, Purchased by The Frick Collection,
1943, 1943.1.151

Morgan had a fine collection of Old Master
paintings, which was divided between
his homes in London and New York.
In 1902, Morgan purchased this portrait
by Francesco de Goya of the artist’s great
patron Don Pedro de Alcántara TéllezGirón y Pacheco (1755 – 1807), ninth Duke
of Osuna and a wealthy and cultured
nobleman. The painting hung in the Front
Drawing Room (or Louis XV Room) of
Morgan’s Princes Gate residence, alongside
portraits of other noble figures, including
the Cardinal Infante Ferdinand and Anne
of Austria by Peter Paul Rubens, and above
his extensive collection of Sèvres porcelain.
Sold after Morgan’s death, the painting
was acquired by The Frick Collection in
New York in 1943.

Snuffbox with portrait of
Frederick the Great (1712 – 1786),
King of Prussia, 1745– 55
German, Berlin
Daniel Baudesson (1716–1785; working 1730–1780)
Miniature attributed to Daniel Nikolaus
Chodowiecki (1726–1801)
Gold, enamel, diamonds, and ivory
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.1242

This gold box, designed to hold snuff,
is decorated with painted enamels
depicting Venus, Cupid, Mercury, and other

mythological figures as well as a thumbpiece
set with rose diamonds. Frederick the Great
of Prussia commissioned the box in the 1740s,
and likely added the inside cover portrait
sometime after 1781, before giving it away as
a diplomatic gift. While the royal heritage of
the object probably appealed to Morgan, he
also had a penchant for collecting snuffboxes.
Morgan displayed the box with 128 other
snuffboxes in his famous Fragonard Room,
named for the series of painted allegories of
love by the eighteenth-century French painter
Jean-Honoré Fragonard.

The Great Ruby Watch, c. 1670
German, Augsburg
Watchmaker: Nicolaus Rugendas the Younger (1619–1694/5)
Case and dial: painted and raised enamel on gold,
set with gemstones (rubies), with a single hand
Movement: gilded brass and partly blued steel
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.1520
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Morgan’s 250 watches and clocks illustrated
the history of watchmaking in Europe after
the sixteenth century. This remarkable watch,
decorated with eighty-five clear rubies and
painted enamel, epitomizes Pierpont’s love of
precious jewelry and intimate objects. It was
once in the collection of Baroness Alphonse
de Rothschild (Leonora von Rothschild), wife
of the prominent French banker. Morgan
acquired the watch at auction in 1910 from the
collection of the dealer Charles Mannheim.

Guest book from Pierpont Morgan’s
London home at 13 Princes Gate,
1901– 12
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 600

According to his friend Bishop William Lawrence,
Morgan’s Princes Gate house in London was
visited by
...hundreds of visitors who had requested the privilege
of Mr. Morgan and who presented his card. As one
passed through the hall, he met two or three persons at
a time, connoisseurs, artists, representatives of nobility
from every country in Europe and from America...

The signatures of visitors from January
1909 show the mix of artists, aristocrats, and
royalty who visited Morgan and admired the
works in his home: the Duchesse D’Orléans;
the Pre-Raphaelite painter William Holman
Hunt; the George D. Widener family of
Philadelphia (George Sr. perished on the
Titanic); Guy Francis Laking, then keeper of
the King’s Armory at Windsor; and Sir
Hercules Read, keeper at the British Museum
and frequent advisor to Morgan.

Bottle vase, “The Morgan Ruby,”
Qing dynasty, Kangxi period
(1662 – 1722)
Chinese
Porcelain, with high-fired copper-red (lang yao) glaze
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchase by Pierpont
Morgan, 1907, az042

Pierpont had a special fondness for this bottle
vase, which he purchased in 1907. He amassed
over 1,800 pieces of Chinese porcelain, but
this is the only object that remained in his
collection. Morgan kept it in the West Room
of his New York library: “On another side
table was a unique ruby-colored Chinese
bottle-shaped vase....said to have come from
the Palace collection of the last Empress.
Mr. Morgan had it where he could look at it
every day...” (Herbert Satterlee)

Telegrams Regarding the
Chinese Imperial Treasure
In 1913, after the fall of China’s Qing
dynasty and the end of the thousandyear-old empire, Morgan sent an agent to
China to negotiate the purchase of the
extraordinary and immense collections
of the Imperial family. Estimated at five
million dollars, the holdings included
paintings, ceramics, bronzes, jade, and
other treasures. Negotiations were hastily
pursued via telegram in order to reach a
deal before the Chinese National Assembly
ruled on the ownership of the collections.
The last surviving telegram dates to March
27, 1913, four days before Pierpont’s death.
The deal died with Morgan.

Encoded telegram from F. H.
McKnight, Pierpont Morgan’s
agent in Beijing, to H. P.
Davison, Morgan’s partner
in New York, March 8, 1913
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1216.201.332

Transcription: Strictly confidential.
Imperial Family are preparing to sell
for own account and in entirety palace
collections including pearls, bronzes,
porcelain, etc. I believe first option for J.
P. Morgan on Jehol [Chengde] and Peking
[Beijing] collections also perhaps Mukden
[Shenyang] can be secured subject to his
own expert’s valuation. Will cable fuller
particulars if interested. Important we
should have an answer as soon as possible.

Excerpt from encoded
telegram, F. H. McKnight,
Pierpont Morgan’s agent
in Beijing, to H. P. Davison,
Morgan’s partner in
New York, March 11, 1913
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1216.201.332

Transcription: On account of secrecy
imposed it is difficult verify White
authority to represent Imperial Family...
if you are interested in proposal, which
is as follows: Mr. J. P. Morgan to send
expert to value Jehol [Chengde] collection
afterwards Peking [Beijing] collection.
After receiving report of expert should
J. P. Morgan desire obtain all or part
he will order collections in entirety
shipped to London. Immediately after
shipment J. P. Morgan to pay Imperial
Family 50% of total value of collections,
this being loan to vendors secured by
collections themselves. In London J. P.
Morgan can make selection of what he
desires at prices not greater than expert’s
valuation, remainder to be held in bond
and gradually sold by vendors with
corresponding reduction loan.

Excerpt from encoded
telegram, F. H. McKnight,
Pierpont Morgan’s agent
in Beijing, to H. P. Davison,
Morgan’s partner in
New York, March 27, 1913
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1216.201.332

Transcription: Referring to your telegram
of 11th. In unofficial presence American
chargé d’affaires Grand Guardian, who is
considered to have entire charge business
affairs Imperial Family, stated to me that
Imperial Family now willing dispose
Mukden [Shenyang] Jehol [Chengde]
collections through White and that Yuan
Shih Kai [Yuan Shikai] approved sale. Yuan
Shih Kai faith confirm, however, saying
new National Assembly will have to decide
what part of collections is property of
Republic and what Imperial Family can sell
for own account. Undoubtedly collections
very valuable and I believe their sale
still an interesting possibility since not
improbably Republic and Imperial Family
will come to an agreement in matter soon.

Autograph letter from George
Washington (1732 – 1799) to
James Madison (1751– 1836),
Mount Vernon, May 20, 1792
The Morgan Library & Museum, purchased by Pierpont
Morgan before 1913, ma 505

A student of American and European
history, Pierpont Morgan acquired note
worthy documents relating to significant
historical characters and events. By his
death in 1913, his collection included docu
ments handwritten or signed by Elizabeth I,
Napoléon, Sir Isaac Newton, and the signers
of the Declaration of Independence.
Morgan owned this letter from President
George Washington to James Madison,
representative from Virginia, outlining
his plans to retire from politics after
his first term as president. Washington
asked Madison to draft a “Valadictory [sic]
address... in plain and modest terms,”
and offered suggestions for the content.
Subsequently, Washington was persuaded
to run for a second term, rendering a
farewell address unnecessary until his
definitive retirement in 1796.

Page from a Gradual, 1392– 99
Italian, Florence
Illuminated by Don Silvestro dei Gherarducci
(1339–1399) at Santa Maria degli Angeli
Painting on vellum
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchase by
J. Pierpont Morgan in 1909, ms m.653.1

Morgan’s medieval manuscript collection
ranked among the greatest in the world by
the time of his death in 1913. He purchased
single pages from dismantled manuscripts
but preferred to purchase intact codices.
Patrons occasionally cut manuscript folios
from bound texts in order to display the
pages more easily.
This leaf was cut from a Gradual, a choir
book containing music for the Catholic
liturgical mass. Artists often illustrated
the first letter on a page more ornately
than the rest of the text. On this folio, the
initial “P” depicts the Nativity with Joseph
kneeling before Christ; the shepherds
appear in the lower margin. These images
represent scenes from the Latin hymn
written on the page, recited on Christmas:
“A child is born to us....”
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Samuel L. Clemens
(Mark Twain)
American, 1835 – 1910

Pudd’nhead Wilson, 1893
Autograph manuscript
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by
Pierpont Morgan, 1909, ma 881–82

Facing bankruptcy from failing investments,
Mark Twain wrote Pudd’nhead Wilson with
lightning speed — 60,000 words between
November 12 and December 14, 1892. Poking
fun at his hasty endeavor, Twain asked his
printer to insert seven symbols denoting
weather conditions at the beginning of
each chapter — they do not appear in the
printed edition.
In 1909, Morgan purchased this auto
graph manuscript, along with Twain’s Life
on the Mississippi, directly from the author
for $2,500. Twain was a family friend from
Hartford and occasional visitor to Morgan’s
library in New York. In a letter to Twain,
Morgan expressed his great delight with
Twain’s texts.
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Autograph letter from
Samuel L. Clemens
(Mark Twain) (1835 – 1910)
to Pierpont Morgan,
Redding, Connecticut,
September 15, 1909
The Morgan Library & Museum,
Acquired by Pierpont Morgan, 1909, ma 881.1

When Twain wrote to thank Morgan
for purchasing the manuscripts, he told
him that “one of my high ambitions
is gratified — which was, to have
something of mine placed elbow to
elbow with that august company which
you have gathered together to remain
indestructible in a perishable world.”

Rembrandt van Rijn
Dutch, 1606–1669

Christ Driving the Money
Changers from the Temple,
1635
Etching, with touches of drypoint, on paper
The Morgan Library & Museum, rvr 106

Old Master prints were not a particular
focus for Morgan, but he developed
the largest and most representative
collection of Rembrandt’s etchings in
the United States. Morgan acquired this
early religious print in 1900, one of over
150 works from the Theodore Irwin
Collection. Morgan also owned four
paintings by Rembrandt. A portrait of
Nicolaes Ruts, now at the Frick Collection
in New York, and Wooded Landscape both
hung at Princes Gate. He also owned an
early Self-Portrait (at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, no longer attributed to
Rembrandt) and Young Painter with Long
Curly Hair.

Double cup, 1574/75
German, Nuremberg
Mattheus Epfenhauser
Silver gilt and silver medallions
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.607a,b

These two identical cups, fitted together and
placed upside down on top of each other, were
traditional wedding gifts exchanged among
the leading families of South Germany. Such
cups would have been displayed with other
gold and silver vessels on a tiered buffet during
banquets to convey the owner’s wealth.

Covered cup, late 17th or
early 18th century
German, probably Augsburg
Ivory probably carved by a follower of
Johann Bernhard Strauss (1611–after 1681)
Mounts by Albrecht Biller (1663–1720)
Ivory and silver-gilt
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.300

This ivory and gilded-silver cup represents the
pleasures of life — love, dance, music, and wine.
The drumming angel sets the rhythm for his
four dancing companions on the ivory cylinder.
The silver angel on the stem depicts Cupid,
the god of love, while the poppy plants on the
cover and base of the cup symbolize Venus,
goddess of love, and Bacchus, the god of wine.
To see more works like this, visit the
European galleries on the second floor of the
Morgan building.

The Eugen Gutmann
Collection
In 1902, Morgan paid £75,000 ($375,000)
for a collection of Renaissance and Baroque
goldsmith’s works from the director of the
Dresdner Bank in Berlin, Eugen Gutmann.
Although Morgan usually paid for works of
art a year after he bought them, Gutmann
did not agree to this arrangement and
instead lowered his price for “Mr. Morgan,
on account of the ready money, because

dealers or Museums are not able to pay at once
as Mr. Pierpont Morgan.”
Morgan wished to lend the collection to the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London, but
the loan was rejected due to space limitations
and duplications with the museum’s existing
objects. So instead, Morgan lent selections
from the collection to the Glasgow Art Gallery
and Museum in Scotland.

Chasse with Christ in Majesty
and the Lamb of God, c. 1180 – 90
French, Limoges
Gilded copper on a wood core with champlevé enamel
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.523

A chasse is a church-shaped container for
saints’ relics —a locked door on one end
provides access to the relic inside. Depicted
in translucent enamels, Christ sits in Majesty
surrounded by saints. Above him, angels
flank the Lamb of God.

This chasse is part of a group of enamels
collected by George Hoentschel and sold to
Morgan for the staggering sum of £240,000.
It was considered so impressive that in 1911,
the New York Times illustrated this particular
object in an article celebrating Morgan’s
purchase. By the time of his death, Morgan’s
collection of Limoges enamels was nearly
encyclopedic and comprised objects of
extraordinary rarity and diversity.
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Plateau, c. 1725–35
French, Rouen
After a print by Pierre Brebiette (c. 1598–1642)
Faience (tin-glazed earthenware)
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.1823

In 1910, the art dealer Jacques Seligmann
encouraged Morgan to purchase a
collection of French faience from Gaston
Le Breton, the former director of the
museum at Rouen. Seligmann noted that
Le Breton “imagines that if you buy the
collection it will come to the Museum
[Metropolitan] and will be called the
Gaston Le Breton collection.” In fact, well
after Morgan’s death, Le Breton continued
to press the director of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Edward Robinson, to
fulfill Morgan’s promise that the museum
would exhibit the faience collection in
its entirety, and bear the Le Breton name.
One of the most elaborate types of
Rouen pottery, this display dish features
decoration inspired by the inlaid
tortoiseshell and brass furniture made
during the same time period in France.

Salt, mid-16th century
French, Saint-Porchaire or Paris
Lead-glazed earthenware inlaid with slip,
with molded ornament
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.1744

In the early twentieth century, white leadglazed Saint-Porchaire ceramics, produced
exclusively in early sixteenth-century
France, were coveted for their extreme
rarity. Fewer than one hundred pieces of
Saint-Porchaire ceramics existed during
Morgan’s lifetime, and he owned nine.
The only collection that had more was the
Louvre Museum in Paris. A 1906 New York
Times article entitled, “Pottery that Only
Millionaires Can Afford to Buy,” deemed
the salt cellar “one of the finest — perhaps
the finest — piece in existence of what
used to be known as Henri Deux ware,
but is now called by the experts Faience
d’Oiron.” The sculptural salt features
Venus, a Satyr, and a putto holding the
arms of France.

Snuffbox with six scenes of
country pastimes, 1774 – 75
French, Paris
Box by Pierre François Drais (1726–c.1788)
Miniatures by Louis Nicolas van Blarenberghe (1716–1794)
and Henri Joseph van Blarenberghe (1750–1826)
Gold, glass, and gouache on vellum
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917, 17.190.1152

Decorated by leading miniature painters of
the late eighteenth century, the scenes on this
snuffbox probably represent a popular fair
held every September at the village of Bezons
outside of Paris. Morgan likely bought the box
in London from the Duveen Brothers, for it fits
descriptions of Morgan’s purchases from these
art dealers. In 1901, they sold him a “Louis XVI
Blarenberg gold Box,” and in 1902, Morgan
purchased twenty Louis XV and Louis XVI gold
boxes for £18,300 from the Duveen Brothers.

Nécessaire, mid-18th century
British, London
Watchmaker: Joseph Martineau Sr. (active 1744–1770)
Gold, agate, white enamel dial, and implements of
various materials
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Gift of Admiral
F.R. Harris, in memory of his wife, Dena Sperry Harris,
1946, 46.147.2a–p

This small nécessaire — an ornamental case
used to store scents and sundries — was
thought to have belonged to Marie Antoinette.
Previous ownership by royalty appealed to
Morgan. As a result, art dealers linked objects
offered to Morgan to royalty, regardless of
available evidence.
Morgan displayed this agate and gold
nécessaire and other small items in his
Red Drawing Room (Louis XV Room) at
Princes Gate in London.

Tiziano Minio
Italian, c. 1511/12 – 1552

A Prophet, mid-16th century
Bronze
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of Duveen Brothers, 1918, 18.111

Morgan’s collection included nearly 250 bronze
sculptures from the Renaissance and Baroque
periods. Wilhelm von Bode, director of the
Kaiser Friedrich Museum in Berlin, catalogued
these bronzes for Morgan, writing that the
collection was the “most comprehensive and
undoubtedly the most important to be found
in private possession.” Bode had identified
this small bronze as Moses, though it is now
identified as a prophet.

Barthélemy Prieur
French, 1536 –1611

Walking Lion,
early 17th century
Bronze
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, The Friedsam Collection,
Bequest of Michael Friedsam, 1931, 32.100.164

Morgan’s collection was formed at a time
when Renaissance and Baroque bronzes were
difficult to obtain. As a result, Morgan bought
many smaller collections to form his own,

including that of Henry Pfungst, an English
wine merchant and art collector, who once
owned this lion. Morgan relied on the London
firm of Durlacher Brothers to help him
assemble his European bronzes.
When it was in Morgan’s collection, this
lion was attributed to the fifteenth-century
Florentine master sculptor, Donatello. It was
sold after Pierpont’s death along with the rest
of the bronze collection.

Helenus and Andromache
Give Presents to Aeneas
(Aeneid, Book III), c. 1530 – 35
French, Limoges
Master of the Aeneid (active c. 1530–1540)
Painted enamel on copper, partly gilt
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1925, 25.40.1

When it came into Morgan’s collection in
1912, this plaque was mounted in a reliquary
(chasse), though it originally may have fit
into the panels of a small room. It is from

a series of over eighty-two plaques illustrating
The Aeneid by the first-century bce Roman
author Virgil. In the sixteenth century, ancient
texts were widely read in the literate society
of France.
Morgan’s collection of painted Renaissance
enamels was considered the most complete
in existence at the time. The industrialist
Henry Clay Frick purchased many of Morgan’s
enamels after his death, but Morgan’s son,
Jack, must have kept some, for he donated this
enamel to the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in 1925.

William Morris
English, 1834 – 1896

The Story of Sigurd the
Volsung and the Fall of the
Niblungs, fourth edition, 1887
Published London: Reeves & Turner
Bound by Cobden-Sanderson
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by
Pierpont Morgan, 1901, pml 2109

In his day, Morgan was one of the most
energetic collectors of book bindings in
America. He tended to collect medieval
and Renaissance bindings, but also
bought modern works of appreciable
value. This exquisite binding, made by the
Arts and Crafts artisan Cobden-Sanderson,
adorned the presentation copy of a book
from William Morris, the leading artist
of the Arts and Crafts movement, to
Frederick Ellis, the director of Morris’
Kelmscott Press.
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Rembrandt van Rijn
Dutch, 1606 – 1669

Bust of a Bearded Old Man
in a Fur-Bordered Cap,
c. 1634 – 36
Pen and brown ink
The Morgan Library & Museum,
Purchased by Pierpont Morgan, 1909, i, 174e

In 1909, Morgan purchased approximately
1,600 drawings from the dealer/collector/
artist Charles Fairfax Murray, creating the
first collection of Old Master drawings in
America. With it he was able to acquire
a fully curated group of drawings in one
fell swoop, including twenty-seven works
attributed to Rembrandt. This sensitive
depiction of an old man was exhibited at
the Wadsworth Atheneum in 1960.

Rembrandt van Rijn
Dutch, 1606 – 1669

Self-Portrait Leaning on
a Stone Sill, 1639
Etching with touches of drypoint on paper
The Morgan Library & Museum,
Purchased by Pierpont Morgan, 1905, rvr 25

Morgan’s approach to creating his
collections has been compared to his
purchase of railroads — to consolidate
the industry. In 1906, Morgan consol
idated his Rembrandt etchings when
he bought 112 prints (and 106 Dürers)
from George W. Vanderbilt for $140,000
(the original asking price was $200,000).
Morgan was likely aware of the prestigious
provenance of many of the Rembrandts
in the collection, some dating back
to Rembrandt’s time. This is among
Rembrandt’s finest etched portraits, in
which he depicts himself staring intently
at the viewer.

William Blake
English, 1757 – 1827

Job Rebuked by His Friends,
1810
Pen and black and gray ink, gray wash, and watercolor,
over faint indications in pencil, on paper
The Morgan Library & Museum, Purchased by
Pierpont Morgan, 1909, 2001.72

Morgan’s admiration for the English poet
William Blake motivated his purchase of
a group of watercolor illustrations Blake
produced for The Book of Job. The Old
Testament story of Job eloquently tells the
story of a man who maintains his faith
while suffering. Job, a pious and wealthy
man, endures the loss of his family, his
possessions, and his health. This sheet
illustrates the moment when Job is
mocked by his friends for maintaining his
faith before God even though he resides in
a dung heap after losing everything.
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Edward S. Curtis
American, 1868 – 1952

The North American Indian,
vol. 1, 1917
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Edward S. Curtis
American, 1868 – 1952

The North American Indian,
vol. 3, 1908
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Edward S. Curtis
American, 1868 – 1952

The North American Indian,
vol. 4, 1909
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Edward S. Curtis
American, 1868 – 1952

Wishham bride, portfolio 8,
plate no. 281, 1910
Scout – Apache, portfolio 1,
plate no. 13, 1906
Nez Perce babe, portfolio 8,
plate no. 266, 1900
Chief Joseph – Nez Perce,
portfolio 8, plate no. 256, 1903
Geronimo – Apache,
portfolio 1, plate no. 2, 1907
Photogravures
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

In 1906, Edward Sheriff Curtis, with a
recommendation from President Theodore
Roosevelt, approached Pierpont Morgan
to underwrite his monumental project to
document the North American Indians
with photographs and commentary.
Morgan agreed to fund the field work
for five years with $75,000, in exchange
for twenty-five sets of the books and
five hundred prints. In 1909, Morgan
contributed an additional $60,000 due to
the high cost of publishing the work.
After Pierpont died, his son, Jack,
continued to support the project. Twentythree years after he began the project,
Curtis published his work in twenty
volumes of seven hundred photogravures.
The final cost of the publication was about
$1.2 million, with $400,000 contributed
by the Morgans.

Pair of vases, Qing dynasty,
possibly 19th century
Chinese
Porcelain
Vanderven Oriental Art

In 1902, the banker James A. Garland, who had
lent his collection of over one thousand pieces
of Chinese porcelain to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art since the 1890s, died. Morgan
bought the collection, through one of his
favorite dealers Henry Duveen, for $600,000
and extended the loan to the Metropolitan

Museum, instructing the museum and the
dealer to continue adding to it in order to
“fill it out.” Within the first year Morgan had
bought another $200,000 worth of Chinese
porcelains from Duveen for the museum.
The Garland collection was sold by
Pierpont’s son, Jack, soon after the death
of his father for $3,000,000 to Duveen, who
in subsequent years sold most of it to other
financial titans including Henry Clay Frick,
P.A.B. Widener, and John D. Rockefeller.

Basket of flowers,
c. 1740s and 1751
French and German, Vincennes and
Meissen Porcelain Factories
Soft- and hard-paste porcelain, silk,
embossed fabric (19th century), and gilt-bronze
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1234

In 1900, Morgan bought this remarkable
basket of porcelain flowers for £500 from the
dealer Jacques Seligmann. A 1902 photograph
of Morgan’s Front Drawing Room at Princes
Gate in London, shows a glimpse of the
ensemble covered by a large glass dome for
protection. In a 1912 inventory of Princes Gate,
the basket of flowers is listed with Morgan’s
Meissen porcelain in the Front Drawing
Room, along with his extensive collection
of French porcelain.

Pot-pourri vases, c. 1752 – 53
French, Vincennes Porcelain Factory
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.982–83

Morgan’s interest in a piece increased if it
had an interesting provenance or historical
association. In 1901, when Morgan bought
these pot-pourri vases from A.B. Daniell & Sons
in London for £2,200, the dealer claimed that
they had been given by Marie Antoinette and
Louis XVI to the Abbes de Ronceray. However,
the French monarchs probably never owned
the vases; they were made between 1752 and
1753 and had fallen completely out of fashion
twenty years later, when Marie Antoinette was
Queen of France (1770 –1793).

Plate, 1785
French, Sèvres Porcelain Factory
Painted by Nicolas Bulidon (active 1763–1792)
Gilded by Étienne-Henri Le Guay (active 1742–1743,
1748–1749, 1751–1796)
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1971.1095

When Morgan acquired this plate, it was
identified as part of a famous dinner
service ordered by Empress Catherine the
Great of Russia in 1776 from the Sèvres
porcelain factory. In fact, it was made by
the Sèvres factory nine years later, likely as
a souvenir of the Russian service.

Punch bowl, 1768
French, Sèvres Porcelain Factory
Decorated by Jean-Jacques Pierre (active 1763–1800)
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1050

In the eighteenth century, punch bowls
were one of the most expensive compo
nents of the dessert services sold by the
Sèvres porcelain factory, the French royal
factory patronized by European royalty
and nobility. Over one hundred years
later, Morgan bought this punch bowl
from the art dealer Duveen in 1906 for the
exorbitant price of £1,200. He displayed it
in the Louis XVI Room at Princes Gate,
on a French tripod table made in the 1780s,
which is now at the Frick Collection in
New York.
To see more of Morgan’s French
porcelain, visit the European galleries on
the second floor of the Morgan building.

Garniture of five vases,
c. 1725 – 40; decoration
19th century
German, Meissen Porcelain Factory
Hard-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1194–98

Matching sets of porcelain vases — called
garnitures — were favorites of art collectors
from the eighteenth century until the
Gilded Age, when Morgan collected art.
These garnitures often adorned furniture
or mantelpieces. Morgan had two Meissen
garnitures in his collection, an early
Chinese-style set and this mulberry set,
which was redecorated at least a century
after the porcelain was made. Naturally,
Morgan was unaware of this — instead he
featured theses vases prominently on a
bookshelf in the library of Princes Gate.

Meissen Collection
Morgan collected over 270 pieces of Meissen
porcelain — mostly figures — which he kept
at his country house, called Dover House,
outside London. He bought many of them in
large groups from the London dealer Henry
Duveen. In 1899, Morgan bought 161 pieces
of Meissen in four cases for £17,000. Over the
next few years, he made additional purchases
from Duveen and others, usually in groups
of five to ten pieces. In 1906, Morgan spent

£3,850 on satinwood cabinets fitted with glass
shelves and glazed lattice doors for his country
house drawing room to display the porcelain.
To see more of Morgan’s Meissen collection,
visit the European galleries on the second floor
of the Morgan building.

Teapot, c. 1753

Tailor riding a goat, c. 1740

German, Meissen Porcelain Factory

German, Meissen Porcelain Factory

Model by Johann Joachim Kaendler (1706–1775)
Hard-paste porcelain

Model by Johann Joachim Kaendler (1706–1775)
Hard-paste porcelain

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1287

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1393

Black spaniel, c. 1750
German, Meissen Porcelain Factory
Hard-paste porcelain, with gilt metal base
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1266

Possibly by Clodion
(Claude Michel)
French, 1738 – 1814

Hercules or Atlas Supporting
the Globe, c. 1780
Terracotta painted to resemble bronze
The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1906, 07.225.379

This terracotta figure, painted to resemble
bronze, was probably a model for a bronze
mantel clock requested by Catherine the Great
of Russia. It was part of Georges Hoentschel’s
eighteenth-century decorative arts and sculpture
collection, which Morgan bought in 1906 and
gave to the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Virgin and Child,
c. 1480 – 1510
Italian, Romagna or Le Marche
Tin-glazed earthenware (maiolica)
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.444

Pierpont Morgan purchased this small
maiolica sculpture from the Italian
art dealer Elia Volpi for 5,000 francs
($965). Morgan began collecting Italian
Renaissance pottery — tin-glazed
earthenware with colorful decoration —
at the beginning of the twentieth century,
amassing a collection rich in works from
the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
He kept this Virgin and Child in his
New York library. After his death, it was
one of forty-seven pieces of maiolica sent
to the Wadsworth Atheneum.
To see more of Morgan’s Italian
pottery collection, visit the Renaissance
galleries on the first floor of the Morgan
building.

Plate, 16th century
Italian, Faenza
Tin-glazed earthenware (maiolica)
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.446

Dish, c. 1510 – 25
Italian, probably Siena
Tin-glazed earthenware (maiolica)
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.438

Basin for a ewer, c. 1530
Italian, Deruta
Possibly workshop of Mancini Family
Tin-glazed earthenware (maiolica)
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.431

We do not know exactly how many pieces
of Italian Renaissance maiolica Morgan
owned. As he purchased works, he sent
them either to the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London, or to his New York
residence. In New York, Morgan integrated
them into his Italian Renaissance-style
library, primarily displayed on the
bookcases in the West Room, his private
study. These three plates were listed there
at Morgan’s death.

Pilgrim flask, 16th century
Italian, Venice, or French
Enameled glass
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.336

Renaissance and Baroque glass comprised
a relatively small part of Morgan’s
collection — around sixty pieces. Most
were on loan to the Victoria and Albert
Museum before being transferred to the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1912.
After Pierpont’s death, his son, Jack, gave
half of Morgan’s glass to the Wadsworth
Atheneum, including examples of
drinking glasses made in seventeenthcentury Northern Europe, and this rare,
decorated flask from Venice.

Ostrich-egg ewer, c. 1630
German, Nuremberg
Mounts by Johannes Clauss (active 1627–1671)
Silver-gilt and ostrich egg
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.272

One of the strengths of Morgan’s silver
collection is the group of Renaissance
and Baroque objects originally made for
Wunderkammer —art and curiosity cabinets
of exotic and rare objects intended for
study and delight. Works like this rare
ostrich-egg ewer were avidly collected in

the nineteenth century, and Morgan was in step
with collectors like the Rothschilds in Vienna,
Paris, and London. In this whimsical ewer, the
goldsmith used the egg to form the body of a
striding ostrich. The bird’s head comes off so
that this unlikely vessel can be filled with wine.
To see more works like this, visit the Cabinet
of Art and Curiosity gallery on the second floor
of the Morgan building.

Water jug and basin, c. 1753
Covered pot-pourri vase, c. 1753
French, Vincennes Porcelain Factory
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.965–66; 1917.962

Covered chestnut basket, 1760
Water jug and basin, 1775
French, Sèvres Porcelain Factory
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1016; 1917.1165–66

Morgan’s collection of porcelain from the French
Royal Manufactory at Sèvres was extensive and
must have been a personal favorite. Morgan kept
his Sèvres porcelain at his home in London, in
cabinets and displayed on small pedestals and
tables in his upstairs Drawing Room. A 1912
inventory of the Drawing Room lists — roughly
counted — 24 pairs or sets of vases; 20 tea sets
or components; 10 trays; 13 broth basin sets;
27 cups and saucers; 10 plaques; 10 ewer and
basin sets; 13 figures; and various table wares.

Water jug and basin, c. 1753

Covered chestnut basket, 1760

French, Vincennes Porcelain Factory

French, Sèvres Porcelain Factory

Soft-paste porcelain

Soft-paste porcelain

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.965–66

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1016

Covered pot-pourri vase, c. 1753

Water jug and basin, 1775

French, Vincennes Porcelain Factory

French, Sèvres Porcelain Factory

Soft-paste porcelain

Gilded by Jean-Baptiste-Emmanuel Vande (active 1753–1779)
Soft-paste porcelain

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.962

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1165–66

Morgan’s collection of porcelain from the
French Royal Manufactory at Sèvres was
extensive and must have been a personal
favorite. Morgan kept his Sèvres porcelain
at his home in London, in cabinets and
displayed on small pedestals and tables in his
upstairs Drawing Room. A 1912 inventory
of the Drawing Room lists — roughly
counted — 24 pairs or sets of vases; 20 tea sets
or components; 10 trays; 13 broth basin sets;
27 cups and saucers; 10 plaques; 10 ewer and
basin sets; 13 figures; and various table wares.

Vase, c. 1560 – 75
Italian, Urbino
Workshop of Fontana Family
Tin-glazed earthenware (maiolica)
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.406

Collecting Italian Renaissance pottery was
a highly fashionable pursuit in nineteenthcentury England and France, but only caught
on in America at the beginning of the twentieth
century. Morgan, who in many respects
followed English collecting traditions, formed
a significant collection of Renaissance pottery
that included works from the fourteenth to
the sixteenth centuries. He purchased this
monumental vase for $12,000 in 1907. It features
Neptune, god of the sea, surrounded by other
mermen and sea nymphs, among them his bride
Amphitrite (riding the horse).

Anthony Van Dyck
Flemish, 1599 – 1641

Robert Rich,
Second Earl of Warwick
Oil on canvas
Bequest of J. Pierpont Morgan Jr., 1944.8

... as we stepped down the last two or three
stairs, Van Dyke’s Duke of Warwick facing us
directly, seemed to be walking toward us.
— Bishop William Lawrence, Memoir, 1914

Morgan bought this commanding
portrait of the Earl of Warwick in 1902.
Exhibited in London at the Royal Academy
in 1873 and published in monographs
on Van Dyck in 1882 and 1900, it was a
well-known painting by the time Morgan
bought it and displayed it prominently on
the stair landing at Princes Gate.
Morgan may have been intrigued by
the sitter’s connection to his home state of
Connecticut: Warwick reputedly helped
to colonize Connecticut by granting the
land deed for the area around Saybrook,
Connecticut, for one of his companies.
The depiction of armor and ships references
Warwick’s role as a naval commander.

Louis XV, c. 1755
French, Chantilly Porcelain Factory
Soft-paste porcelain
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.1509

Morgan bought this imposing porcelain
sculpture in 1908 for the considerable sum of
25,300 French francs. The invoice describes
it as Louis XV, made at the French porcelain
factory of Mennecy, but by 1912, when it was
shipped from London to New York, it was
identified as Louis XVI, made at the Meissen

factory. Two years later it was exhibited
at the Metropolitan Museum of Art as Louis
XVI and made in Niderviller, a short-lived
porcelain factory in Northeastern France.
Now known to be Louis XV and made at the
Chantilly porcelain factory, outside Paris, it
no doubt appealed to Morgan as a royal image,
resplendent with military trophies.

Workshop of
Andrea della Robbia
Italian

Madonna and Child,
early 16th century
Glazed terracotta
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1917.230

The taste in America for the colorful glazed
terracotta sculptures made by the della
Robbia family coincided with the general
revival of interest in Italian Renaissance
art in the late nineteenth century. There
was a broad awareness of the della Robbias
at the turn of the century, with new books
published on the artists and articles in the
New York Times extolling the virtues of
their works.

Album with photographs of
Dover House and Princes Gate,
1902
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1496

The only known photographs of Morgan’s
Princes Gate rooms were taken in 1902, before
he bought the house next door and remodeled
the interiors in the French eighteenth-century
style. The library is shown in these four
photos. In the left image, the adjacent Meissen
vases are shown on one of the bookshelves,

interspersed with ivory tankards also in the
Wadsworth Atheneum’s collection. The central
photo on the right page of the album shows
a painting by Joshua Reynolds of Viscount
and Lady Malden (now at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art) above another bookcase. Just
visible are the pair of German peddler figures
that can be seen in the museum’s Cabinet of
Art and Curiosity on the second floor of the
Morgan building.

Album with photographs of
Dover House and Princes Gate,
1902
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1456

At Princes Gate, the upstairs Drawing Room
(later called the Front Drawing Room or the
Louis XV Room) housed much of Morgan’s
French porcelain collection, some displayed
on top of French furniture as in the two photos
on the left sheet. In the central photograph,

a marble sculpture by Hiram Powers of
America — displayed nearby — is in the far left
corner. The photo on the right shows tables
with glass cases full of Morgan’s miniatures.
The right sheet of the album shows two
views of Dover House, Morgan’s country
estate in Roehampton in South West London,
which, like Princes Gate, he inherited from
his father, Junius.

Hiram Powers
American, 1805 – 1873

America, mid-19th century
White marble
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1914.6

Morgan did not collect much American art,
but he displayed this bust in his Front Drawing
Room in London, paired with a similar bust
of Diana by Powers. The marble bust of a
young America personified is one of more than
twenty replicas of the popular subject made
by the artist. The model, originally designed in
1854, would have been nearly fifty years old by
the time it was recorded in Morgan’s collection,
suggesting that he inherited both busts from
his father, Junius Spencer Morgan.

Front Drawing Room at Princes Gate in London.
Album with photographs of Dover House and Princes Gate, 1902.
The Morgan Library & Museum, ARC 1496.

The Hoentschel Collection
George Hoentschel, a Parisian collector
and dealer, sold Morgan his renowned
collections of medieval and eighteenthcentury works of art in several phases,
from 1906 to 1911. Morgan immediately
gave the eighteenth-century pieces to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and
simultaneously loaned the museum
the four hundred medieval works. The
Hoentschel objects formed the nucleus
of the Metropolitan Museum’s decorative
arts collection and were the impetus to
establish the department of European
decorative arts. In 1912, the New York
Times wrote:
Mr. Morgan is being congratulated on
having added in his priceless accumulation
of the world’s most beautiful things this
unique and faultless series of mediaeval
French art....[and if] their owner lends them
to one of the museums to be viewed by the
public, they cannot fail to be a source of the
keenest delight.

“Two Potentates,” Kharga,
Egypt. Album with
photographs from Pierpont
Morgan’s trip through Greece
and Egypt, 1909
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1425

Pierpont Morgan and
his granddaughter on the
lawn of Dover House.
Album with photographs
of Dover House and
Princes Gate, 1902
The Morgan Library & Museum, arc 1496

Catalogue of manuscripts and early
printed books from the libraries of
William Morris, Richard Bennett, Bertram
fourth earl of Ashburnham, and other
sources, now forming portion of the library
of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1906
London, Chiswick Press
Showing color plate no. 19, The Windmill Psalter, English,
late 13th–early 14th century
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special Collections,
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

George Charles Williamson
Catalogue of the collection
of miniatures: the property of
J. Pierpont Morgan, vol. 3, 1907
London, Chiswick Press
Showing color plate 64, Louis XIV, Paul Sévin
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

Catalogue of a collection of
books formed by James Toovey
principally from the library of
the Earl of Gosford, the property
of J. Pierpont Morgan, 1901
New York
Showing the binding of the Book of Common Prayer,
Cambridge, Baskerville, 1760
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

George Charles Williamson
Catalogue of the collection
of jewels and precious works
of art, the property of
J. Pierpont Morgan, 1910
London, Chiswick Press
Showing color plate 6, a selection of jewels
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

T. Humphrey Ward
and William Roberts
Pictures in the collection
of J. Pierpont Morgan,
English School, 1907
London
Showing title page and color plate of Thomas
Gainsborough’s Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire
Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, Auerbach Library, Special
Collections, Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art

In 1876, Thomas Gainsborough’s painting of
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire was stolen from
the dealer Thomas Agnew’s gallery in London,
just as it was to be purchased by Pierpont’s father,
Junius Spencer Morgan. The painting disappeared
from sight until 1901, when it was ransomed by
the thief, Adam Worth. Pierpont purchased the
Duchess for $150,000, then a huge sum of money,
and proudly hung the painting over the mantle
of the Morning Room at his London residence,
Princes Gate. The painting stayed in Morgan’s
family until the 1990s.

